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THE h~4BER OF DIVISIONS OF A FLAT SURFACE INTO EQUAL-SIZED
ELEMENTS. CONTII~UAL INTEGRAL

D.N.Shteingradt

Engineering Center "Lidar’, P.O.Box-512, I25057 Moscow, USSR

The problem of counting the number of divisions of a two-

dimensional surface into preassigned equal-sized elements is

considered. If it is impossible to cover the surface with the

given elements, this number goes t~ zero. In the present re-

port the continual integral for the n~nber of divisions is

constructed and then used to formulate the criterion for the

equality to zero of the sought-for number of divisions.

The lattice of nodes is constructed on the two-dimensio-

nal surface. The n~mber of nodes is sufficiently large such

that each element has the same even n~nber of nodes, and if

these ele~ents cohsist of nonconnected regions, the number of
nodesin each region should also be even. The requirement for

evenness follows from ~he method of construction of the conti-

nual integral for the nun~ber of divisions. Each region or ele-

ment is represented as a set of nonoverlapping dimers which

cover two nearest nodes~and a separate weight is assigned to
each dimer.

!n the paper /i/ the continual integral is constructed

for the n~mber of possible dimer coverings of the surface with

allowance for the assigned weights:

where ij -.are coordinates of the node at the ±a~tice, ~ij

are the Grassmann variables, is the weight allocated to
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the~,%-the dimer w~a ~e ~j-coordinates. Using this integral

as a generating function, one can construct the continual in-

tegral for the given elements. Really, each element was repre-

sented as a set of nonoverlapping dimers. The corresponding

pairs of Grs~maun variables commutate with each other which

permits each element of division be brought into correspon-

dence with the product, of Grassmann variables in the continual

integral for the number of possible divisions:

where ~ m is the number of lattice nodes pe~ element, ~-is
the weight allocated to the element of a given type.

From the equality to zero of the continual integral over

the Grassmann variables it follows that there exists a trans-

formation

that leads the integrand containing the Grassmann variables

~,~, to the expression with a smaller number of variables

~J~j; the integral over these latter integrals will be equal

to zero by definition /2/. The above consideration enables us

to formulate the criterion for the equality to zero of the num-

ber of divisions:

If there exists a set of numbers ~J such that

the division of the surface into given elements is not possible.
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